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1. Introduction

Rare-earth free alternatives to Nd and Sm based permanent 
magnets have emerged as an urgent technological challenge 
due to the global economic impact of high and strongly fluctu-
ating rare-earth prices [1–3]. Among possible candidates [4–9], 
MnBi is one of the few compounds with appreciable intrinsic 
magnetocrystalline anisotropy, but its low magnetization 
limits the maximum energy product [12–14]. However, nom-
inal room-temperature energy products of about 200 kJ m−3  
can be obtained [15] through ferromagnetic exchange cou-
pling between MnBi and Co layers in a unique perpend-
icular-coupling configuration. This paper focuses on the 

micromagnetic mechanism of the enhancement, which is sim-
ilar to that proposed earlier [10, 11] but has the added benefit 
of an improved hysteresis loop in the second quadrant [15].

While we are approaching the point where it is possible 
to micromagnetically simulate realistic microstructures [16], 
there remain challenges. The treatment of extended magnetic 
systems has, for example with codes such as Object Oriented 
Micromagnetic Framework (OOMMF), been a challenge 
to micromagnetic simulations. This is because computa-
tional cell sizes cannot be arbitrarily large and are normally  
limited to a very few nanometers or less. At the same time, 
many nanostructures of scientific and/or technological 
interest have submicrometer feature sizes. Figure 1 shows one 
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Abstract
MnBi:FeCo hard-soft bilayers are investigated using micromagnetic simulations with open 
boundary conditions and two-dimensional (2D) periodic boundary conditions (PBC). Open 
and PBC yield similar coercivities of about 1.01 T, in agreement with experiment, but the 
hysteresis-loop shape is very different in the two theoretical approaches. The difference 
is ascribed to edge effects, which occur in open boundary conditions but not in PBC and 
experiment. Near the nucleation field, a curling or vortex mode develops in dots with circular 
cross sections. The curling mode, which is caused by magnetostatic self-interaction, does not 
negatively affect the high coercivity of 1.01 T. The magnetostatic self-interaction contributes 
to the favorable second-quadrant behavior of the MnBi:FeCo thin films.
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example, namely demagnetizing effects in 2D and 3D mag-
nets. In the three-dimensional (3D) or bulk case, the demag-
netizing-factor concept works due to averaging of magn etic 
surface charges (top row). In the two-dimensional (2D) 
or thin-film case (bottom row), the surface charges do not 
average, the demagnetizing-field approximation breaks down 
nearly completely and explicit calculations are necessary to 
treat magnetostatic selfinteraction effects.

A very recent development is the use of periodic boundary 
conditions (PBC) [17–19] especially for 1D [17] and 2D [19] 
systems, the PBC added as an extension to OOMMF. Figure 2 
illustrates the basic idea of a 2D PBC calculation. The struc-
ture of the thin-film magnet is assumed to be periodic, leading 
to cells labeled by some index i. Magnetostatic dipole inter-
actions between different cells (i and j in figure 2) lead to an 
Ewald-summation without long distance cut-off. Moreover, 
each cell has same magnetization as the primary cell and 
the demagnetizing field can be calculated by recombination 
of demagnetization tensors. By utilizing the PBC approach, 
sample-edge effects can be overcome, which is the central 
theme of this article. In contrast, open boundary conditions 
may give rise to unphysical edge effects. PBC calculations are 
now in the process of entering main-stream micromagnetism 
and increasingly used for complicated problems such as spin 
waves in thin films [20].

Note that the open-boundary OOMMF code includes mag-
netostatic interactions, as it includes interatomic exchange 
interactions. The difference and challenge is that magneto-
static interactions are long-range, so that thin films, nanow-
ires, and bulk materials behave differently. Open boundary 
conditions assume a finite cut-off radius, beyond which mag-
netostatic interactions are neglected. They are well-adapted 
to problems involving surfaces but fail to accurately describe 
structures that extend to infinity. If the whole film could be 
‘fed’ into a fictitious giant supercomputer, then there would 
be no need for PBC, but the actual size of regions that can 
be treated numerically (much smaller than 1 μm) is normally 
much smaller than the lateral extensions typical experimental 
systems (several millimeters or centimeters).

Our focus is on the PBC modeling of two-phase nano-
structures containing MnBi and FeCo. These structures are of 
interest in the context of exchange-coupled hard-soft nano-
composites for rare-earth-free permanent-magnet applications 
[10–21]. Recently, Ma et al reported the magnetic properties 
of single phase MnBi as well as MnBi/Fe(Co) composite 
magnets and found an enhancement in saturation magneti-
zation without sacrificing coercivity when Co nanowires are 
embedded in MnBi [22].

As a model system, we consider MnBi:FeCo bilayers, 
where the soft phase provides the high magnetization and the 
hard phase provides the high anisotropy necessary to stabilize 
the soft phase and where magnetostatic interactions yield a 
favorable behavior in the second quadrant of the hysteresis 
loop [23]. Intrinsically, MnBi shows a high coercive field 
of 2 T at 450 K, and the magnetic anisotropy increases from  
1.2 MJ m−3 to 2.4 MJ m−3 as the temperature rises 
from 300 K to 450 K [24]. Moreover, it has a high Curie 

temperature of about 775 K and a high magnetic moment of about  
4 μB per Mn atom [25, 26], Fe65Co35 alloy has highest room 
temperature saturation magnetization of 2.45 T [27]. Figure 3 
compares the corresponding PBC thin-film geometry with a 
typical open-boundary structure, namely a nanodot of circular 
shape. In both cases, the c-axis of MnBi is perpendicular to 
the film plane, parallel to the external magnetic field H.

The present MnBi–FeCo calculation is the first invest-
igation that treats both the magnetization dependence in the 
z direction perpendicular to the layers and the repetition of 
structural features in the x–y-plane. Our approach differs  
from previous calculations of 3D structures, which use 
open rather than PBC. A good example of the use of open 
boundary conditions is the description of thin film dots in a 
recent paper by Oezelt et al [28] who consider a single dot, 
figure 1 in [28].

2. Numerical method and model parameters

An OOMMF simulation [33] solves the LLG (Landau–
Lifshitz–Gilbert) equation

M

t
M H

M
M M H

d

d
– eff

s
eff( )γ

α γ
= × − × × (1)

where M(r) is the local magnetization, Heff is the effective 
magnetic field, γ is the Landau–Lifshitz gyromagnetic ratio, 
and α is a dimensionless damping constant. We have chosen 
a value of α  =  0.5, which leads to fast convergence without 
any loss in accuracy. In our model, the thicknesses of the hard 
MnBi and soft FeCo layers are 30 nm and 4 nm, respectively. 
The lateral size of the dot in figure  3(b) is 100  ×  100 nm2, 

Figure 1. Treatment of demagnetizing-field effects, comparing 
the demagnetizing-field approximation (left column) with 
micromagnetic simulations (right column). The top and bottom 
row refer to 3D (bulk) and 2D (thin-film) magnets. The coloring 
refers to the magnetization direction: dark red and dark blue mean 
saturated up and down magnetizations Mz, whereas bright red and 
bright blue mean small up and down magnetizations, Mz  ≈  0.  
(The z-direction is perpendicular to the film plane.)
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and the length, width and height of each computational cell is 
2  ×  2  ×  1 nm3. The diameter of the disk is 50 nm. An external 
magnetic field ranging from  −5 T to 5 T is applied along the 
c-axis, as shown in figure 3.

In the simulations, we have used the following values for 
saturation magnetization Ms, exchange stiffness A, and uni-
axial anisotropy constant K1: Ms  =  0.58 MA m−1 (0.73 T), 
A  =  8 pJ m−1, K1  =  0.9 MJ m−3 (hard MnBi phase) [29] and 

Figure 2. Basic idea of 2D micromagnetic calculation using PBC.

Figure 3. Schematic bilayer exchange-spring model of MnBi:FeCo: (a) thin film with PBC and (b) circular nanodot as an example for open 
boundary conditions. The thicknesses of the MnBi and FeCo layers are 30 nm and 4 nm, respectively.

Figure 4. Hysteresis loop for the finite-size nanodot of figure 3(b). The open boundary conditions yield an edge effect, seen as a shoulder 
in a field of  −0.55 T, which is physical for finite dots but unphysical for infinite thin films.
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Ms  =  1.91 MA m−1 (2.4 T), A  =  10 pJ m−1, K1  =  0 (soft 
FeCo phase) [27]. The interface exchange stiffness was taken 
as 9 pJ m−1. The parameters taken in the simulations are the 
same for open and PBC.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Open boundary condition: hysteresis loop and nucleation 
modes

We implemented the open-boundary-condition approach 
for restrictive geometry including magnetostatic interac-
tions between pairs of cells, as in figure  2. Figure  4 shows 
a typical hysteresis loop for the circular dot of figure  3(b). 
The small shoulder at  −0.55 T is an edge effect caused by 
magnetization curling. Simple rectangular single-step hyster-
esis behavior may be due to the nucleation, which start from 
sample edges. The coercivity obtained by this simulation is 
1.01 T, close to the experimental value of 1.3 T [15]. Figure 5 
traces the spin structure near the soft surface as a function 
of the external magnetic field. Figure 5(a) shows the curling 
mode near the soft-phase nucleation in the second quadrant. 
With increasingly negative field, the amplitude of the curling 
mode becomes larger and the magnetization is basically in 
the x–y-plane. Figures  5(b)–(c) show the magnetizations in 
the second quadrant near coercivity (b) and at coercivity (c). 
The formation of the vortex-like curling mode is caused by 
the micromagnetic competition between exchange energy and 
magnetostatic energies. At the coercive field, Hc  =  −1.01 T, 
the magnetostatic interaction dominates and yields curling-
like nucleation modes. Such curling or ‘vortex’ modes are 
well-known in single-phase magnets [30, 31] but somewhat 
counterintuitive and virtually unconsidered [32] in two-phase 
magnets.

3.2. 2D PBC approach: hysteresis loop and spin structures

Our approach of using 2D PBC is a promising method to study 
the magnetization reversal in periodic structures. The supercell 
size is considered 100 × 100 nm2 for the calculation. Figure 6 
shows the hysteresis loop for the film of figure 3(a), calculated 
with PBC. The coercivity is very similar that derived from 
figure 4, but the loop shape is different and closer to experiment 
[15]. A particular feature is the high coercivity (about 1 T), in 
spite of the very low nucleation field (about  −1.5 T). This fea-
ture is important, because the energy product is determined by 
the hysteresis loop in the second quadrant (H  <  0 and M  >  0).

The behavior in the second quadrant of figure 6 is a con-
sequence of the layered microstructure. Figure  7 shows 
the vertical spin configurations of the soft and hard phases 
during magnetic reversal. The arrows indicate the spin 
directions but not the magnitudes of the local magnetiza-
tion. In case of positive magnetic saturation, the spins are 
well-aligned up to 0.5 T. Figures 7(a)–(c) indicate that the 
spins start revolving from the top of the soft phase by nucle-
ation. The hard MnBi phase remains largely unaffected at 

this stage of magnetization reversal. As the magnetic field 
approaches the coercive field of  −1.01 T, figure  7(d), the 
reversal mode penetrates into the top of the MnBi layer, 
leading to the flipping of the magnetization of MnBi. 
Beyond coercivity, at  −1.5 T, all the spins in both layers are 
saturated in the opposite direction, as shown in figure 7(e). 
The 2D PBC makes the reversal more coherent, but only 
laterally. Figure  7 explains the high magnetization in the 
second quadrant, in spite of the low nucleation field. As in 
all exchange-coupled hard-soft magnets, the hard phase pre-
vents the soft phase from easy switching. An added benefit 
is the layered structure: the magnetization of the soft phase 
relatively easily switches into the film plane, due to the 
strong demagnetizing field  −MFeCo, but the same demagnet-
izing field inhibits the further switching the soft region in 
the second quadrant, between figures 7(c) and (d). The same 
mechanism is operative in multilayers, because infinite thin-
film layers do not interact magnetostatically.

A direct experimental observation of the curling mode is 
challenging, but preliminary neutron diffraction data [15] may 
indicate some curling character during magnetization reversal. 
In fact, such a curling is very likely on physical grounds, 
because real films are never ideal but exhibit interface rough-
ness and layer-thickness fluctuations. Near coercivity, where 
the magnetization lies in the film plane, this feature creates 
magnetic poles and develops a tendency towards curling-like 
flux closure. For the accurate calculation of the corresponding 
hysteresis loops, PBC will be indispensable.

Figure 5. Magnetization curling in circular MnBi:FeCo nanodots 
during different stages of magnetization reversal: (a) near the 
nucleation field (and close to remanence, H  =  −0.500 T), (b) in a 
negative field near coercivity, where much of the soft magnetization 
is in the film plane (H  =  –1.00 T), and (c) magnetization reversal at 
coercivity (H  =  −1.01 T). The colors illustrate the magnetization 
directions (red: magnetization up, blue: magnetization down).
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4. Conclusions

In summary, we have used micromagnetic simulations with 
open boundary conditions and PBC to investigate magnetiza-
tion in MnBi:FeCo thin films. The PBC approach opens the 
path towards the determination of hysteresis loops without 
unphysical edge effects. As an example, we have considered 
magnetization curling, which is realized very differently in 
periodic and open boundary conditions. In finite dots of cir-
cular cross section, the curling occurs automatically, but in 
extended thin films, it requires structural inhomogeneities. 

This is of far-reaching importance for the micromagnetic 
understanding of thin films, as exemplified by MnBi:FeCo 
hysteresis loops.
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Figure 6. Hysteresis loop obtained with periodic boundary condition.

Figure 7. Evolution of vertical spin structure of MnBi:FeCo in different fields during magnetic reversal process: (a) 0.5 T, (b) 0 T, 
(c)  −0.5 T, (d)  −1.01 T, and (e)  −1.5 T. Only a part of the dot is shown.
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